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Backward Raman amplification of laser pulses in plasmas can produce nearly relativistic unfocused

output intensities and multi-exawatt powers in compact devices. The largest achievable intensity

depends on which of major competitive processes set this limit. It is shown here that the relativistic

electron nonlinearity can cause saturation of the leading amplified spike intensity before

filamentation instabilities develop. A simple analytical model for the saturation, which supports

numerical simulations, is suggested. The upper limit for the leading output spike unfocused

intensity is calculated. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4896347]

I. INTRODUCTION

The highest laser pulse powers are now achieved through

the technique of chirped pulse amplification (CPA),1–3

whereby short laser pulses are stretched, amplified, and

re-contracted. The gratings needed can tolerate laser inten-

sities only up to few terawatt (1012 W) per cm2, which limits

the powers that can be reached with tabletop apertures to few

petawatt (1015 W), for apertures 30� 30 cm2. This limit

might be significantly exceeded through the resonant back-

ward Raman amplification (BRA) in plasma.4

In the BRA scheme, a short seed laser pulse (of

frequency xb), down-shifted from a much longer counter-

propagating pump pulse (of frequency xa) by the plasma

frequency xe, absorbs the pump energy through a resonant

three-wave interaction. At an advanced nonlinear stage of

the pump backscattering instability, the amplified pulse

shape approaches the classical “p-pulse” wavetrain. The

leading spike of the “p-pulse” wavetrain is dominant; behind

the few first spikes, the pump is nearly completely depleted.

The leading spike grows and contracts until the electron

quiver velocities become mildly relativistic, whereupon the

plasma is terminated before deleterious instabilities develop.

The output laser pulse can then be focused within a vacuum

region. The unfocused output pulse intensities could reach

nearly 1018 W/cm2 for 1/4 lm wavelength, or 1017 W/cm2

for 0.8 lm wavelength lasers. The tabletop 30� 30 cm2 aper-

tures would then make feasible 1021 W laser pulses for

1/4 lm wavelength. Experiments have now demonstrated the

possibility of reaching unfocused intensities in backward

Raman amplifiers nearly that large.5–11

The major physical processes that may affect the ampli-

fication include the amplified pulse filamentation and detun-

ing due to the relativistic electron nonlinearity,4,12–16

parasitic Raman scattering of the pump and amplified pulses

by plasma noise,4,15,17–20 generation of superluminous pre-

cursors of the amplified pulse,21 pulse scattering by plasma

density inhomogeneities,22 pulse depletion and plasma heat-

ing through inverse bremsstrahlung,23–26 the resonant

Langmuir wave Landau damping,23,25,27–32 and others, see,

for example, Refs. 33–36. Most of these deleterious proc-

esses can be mitigated by appropriate preparation of laser

pulses and plasmas, choosing parameter ranges and selective

detuning of the Raman resonance. Ultimately, the output

intensity limit appears to be imposed primarily by the rela-

tivistic electron nonlinearity (REN). The major goal of this

paper is to determine the maximal achievable intensity of the

leading amplified spike in REN affected regimes.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

To proceed, it is necessary first to outline the relative

role of the transverse and longitudinal effects associated with

the REN.

Inasmuch as the amplified pulse consumes incident

pump pulse, a transverse non-uniformity of the pump

intensity does not affect the amplified pulse, as long as the

longitudinally averaged pump intensity does not contain

transverse patterns. In addition, the pump intensity is non-

relativistic, so that the pump itself will not be affected by

relativistic filamentation instabilities. The amplified pulse,

however, reaches much higher intensities, at which point the

REN might cause transverse filamentation. This filamenta-

tion must be delayed to extend the pulse amplification.

At an advanced nonlinear amplification stage, the ampli-

fied pulse intensity transverse profile basically reproduces

the transverse profile of the longitudinally averaged pump

intensity. The amplified pulse transverse profile has also a

logarithmically weak dependence from the transverse profile

of the longitudinally integrated small input seed amplitude.

Both the longitudinally integrated input pump intensity and

seed amplitude can be made uniform enough in the trans-

verse direction, so as to keep the parasitically growing trans-

verse modulations benign through many exponentiations.

This will extend the useful amplification until the leading

spike saturation limit. This saturation limit, like the trans-

verse filamentation limit, is imposed by the REN term.

At the largest transverse instability growth rate,4 the

transverse uniformity needed to reach the saturation limit

without the transverse filamentation appears to be such that

about 3 exponentiations could be tolerated. This requirement

is mild enough and might be made even milder through the

temporarily randomized transverse phase mixing, for which

practical means exist.37
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Note that the non-relativistic laser pulse pump filamen-

tation, whether ponderomotive or thermal, similar to that

considered in many papers on the laser driven inertial fusion

(see, for example, Ref. 38) can be kept benign in BRA even

for long enough pump pulses. This is because the non-

relativistic filamentation develops on the ion time scale,

while the broad bandwidth of BRA allows to use pump pulse

with much shorter time coherence scale, like in the tech-

nique37 and simulations.39

Thus, to assess the largest output intensity, a one-

dimensional model may be adequate. The one-dimensional

equations for the resonant 3-wave interaction, together with

the lowest order relativistic nonlinearity and group velocity

dispersion terms, can be put in the form13

at þ caaz ¼ V3fb; ft ¼ �V3ab�; (1)

bt � cbbz ¼ �V3af � þ iRjbj2b� ijbtt: (2)

Here, a, b, and f are envelopes of the pump pulse, counter-

propagating shorter pumped pulse, and resonant Langmuir

wave, respectively; subscripts t and z signify time and space

derivatives; ca and cb are group velocities of the pump and

amplified pulses; and V3 is the 3-wave coupling constant

(real for appropriately defined wave envelopes), R is the

coefficient of nonlinear frequency shift due to the relativistic

electron nonlinearity, and j ¼ c0b=2cb is the group velocity

dispersion coefficient (c0b is the derivative of the amplified

pulse group velocity over the frequency).

This hydrodynamic model is applicable for the pump

pulse intensity I0 smaller than that at the threshold of the res-

onant Langmuir wave breaking Ibr. The motivation for study-

ing specifically such regimes is that for deep wavebreaking

regimes, the BRA efficiency is lower.4

The above equations will be solved for a small Gaussian

initial seed and constant initial pump with a sharp front.

III. SPECIFYING COEFFICIENTS

The group velocities ca and cb are expressed in terms of

the respective laser frequencies xa and xb as follows:

ca ¼ c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x2

e

x2
a

s
; cb ¼ c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x2

e

x2
b

s
; (3)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum,

xe ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4pnee2

me

s
(4)

is the electron plasma frequency, ne is the electron plasma

concentration, me is the electron rest mass, and e is the elec-

tron charge, so that

2j ¼ c0b
cb
¼ x2

e

xb x2
b � x2

e

� � ¼ x2
e c2

x3
b c2

b

: (5)

The pump pulse envelope, a, is further normalized such that

the average square of the electron quiver velocity in the

pump laser field, measured in units of c2, is jaj2, so that

v2
ea ¼ c2jaj2: (6)

Then, the average square of the electron quiver velocity in

the seed laser field and in the Langmuir wave field is given

by

v2
eb ¼ c2jbj2 xa

xb
; v2

ef ¼ c2jf j2 xa

xf
: (7)

The 3-wave coupling constant can be written as40

V3 ¼ kf c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xe

8xb

r
; (8)

where kf is the wave number of the resonant Langmuir wave

kf ¼ ka þ kb; kac ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2

a �x2
e

q
; kbc ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2

b �x2
e

q
: (9)

The frequency resonance condition is

xb þ xf ¼ xa; (10)

where xf � xe is the Langmuir wave frequency in a cold

plasma. The nonlinear frequency shift coefficient R can then

be put as41–43

R ¼ x2
exa

4x2
b

: (11)

IV. DIMENSIONLESS VARIABLES

It is convenient to introduce dimensionless times: �t, the

short seed pulse arrival time to a given location z; and ~t, the

time elapsed after this arrival

�t ¼ V3a0

L� z

cb
; ~t ¼ V3a0 t� L� z

cb

� �
; (12)

where L is the plasma length in z-direction and a0 is the input

pump amplitude, and to define new wave amplitudes as

follows:

a ¼ a0�a; f ¼ �a0
�f ; b ¼ a0

�b:

In these new variables, Eqs. (1) and (2) take the form

1þ ca

cb

� �
�a~t � ca

cb
�a�t ¼ ��f �b; �f ~t ¼ �a �b

�
; (13)

�b�t ¼ �a �f
� � ij1

�b~t~t þ iR1j�bj2 �b; (14)

j1 ¼ V3a0j; R1 ¼ Ra0=V3: (15)

V. LINEAR AMPLIFICATION REGIME

During the linear amplification stage and also at the non-

linear stage ahead of the leading amplified spike, where the

pump depletion and cubic nonlinearity are negligible, these

equations reduce to

�f ~t
� ¼ �b; �b�t ¼ �f

� � ij1
�b~t~t : (16)
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The solution is

�bð~t;�tÞ ¼ @
ð

d~t1
�bð~t1; 0ÞYð~t � ~t1;�tÞ=@~t; (17)

Y ~t;�tð Þ ¼
ð2p

0

d/
2p

exp 2
ffiffiffiffi
~t�t
p

cos /� ij1

�t2

~t
exp 2i/ð Þ

� �
: (18)

This linear solution will be used below, complimentary to

Eqs. (24)–(26) of Sec. VII, to determine how much behind

the original seed pulse is located the soliton approximating

the leading amplified spike in the nonlinear dispersionless

regime. For a small seed, the leading amplified spike is many

linear exponentiations behind the seed, so that an asymptotic

formula easily derived from (17) and (18) can be used.

VI. ADVANCED NONLINEAR REGIME

At an advanced amplification stage, when the pulse du-

ration is short compared to the amplification time, so that

j�a~t j � j�a�t j

in Eq. (13), Eqs. (13) and (14) can be reduced to

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ca

cb

r
; R2 ¼

R1

r
; b1 ¼ R

1=3
2

�b;

f1 ¼
�f

r
; f ¼

~t

rR
1=3
2

; s ¼ rR
1=3
2

�t; (19)

�af ¼ �b1f1; f1f ¼ �ab�1; (20)

b1s ¼ �af �1 � iQb1ff þ ijb1j2b1; (21)

Q ¼ j1

r2R1

¼ ka þ kbð Þ2c2xbc0b
4xexa ca þ cbð Þ

: (22)

In strongly undercritical plasmas, where the plasma fre-

quency is much smaller than the laser frequency,

q ¼ xe=xb � 1, which case is of the major interest here, the

amplified pulse intensity I can be expressed in these varia-

bles as

I ¼ Gjb1j2xe

4kb

I2
0

2I2
br

 !1=3

; (23)

where

G ¼ m2
ec4

e2
¼ 0:3

J

cm
; kb ¼

2p
kb
; (24)

and

Ibr ¼ nemec3q=16

is the threshold pump intensity for resonant Langmuir wave

breaking.

VII. LEADING SPIKE AMPLITUDE FOR Q 5 0

Equations (20) and (21) will be solved now for small

input Gaussian seed pulses of the form

b1 f; 0ð Þ ¼ b10ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dp
p exp � f� f0ð Þ2

D

� �

with b10
¼ 0:05, D¼ 1, and f0 ¼ 10. No auxiliary chirping

of the seed pulse is needed here, though it may be useful in

less undercritical plasmas.36

First, consider extremely undercritical plasmas where

the group velocity dispersion can be neglected, so that the

approximation Q¼ 0 is good enough. The leading spike

amplitude maxf jb1j as a function of the amplification time s,

calculated numerically, is shown in Fig. 1. The nearly

straight initial part of the curve represents the classical

p-pulse regime. In the absence of relativistic electron nonli-

nearity, this straight part would continue until the applicabil-

ity limit of the time-envelope equation for the Langmuir

wave amplitude.

The figure also shows an approximate analytical solu-

tion. It is obtained as follows. It can be seen that for a small

seed pulse jb10
j � 1, the distance from the original seed to

the leading amplified spike is much larger than the spike

width. Therefore, the spike top hardly changes while cross-

ing its own width and can be approximated by a quasi-

stationary moving soliton. This approximation is similar to

approximate the leading spike of p-pulse wavetrain by a

quasi-stationary moving 2p-pulse.4 More specifically, in the

REN regime, the growing and contracting nonlinear solution,

having the linear asymptotics (17) ahead of the leading

amplified spike, can be approximated near the top of this

spike as follows:

n ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sðf� f0Þ

p
; �a ¼ Aðn� nMÞ;

f1 ¼ Fðn� nMÞ; b1 ¼ 2sBðn� nMÞ=nM; (25)

A0 ¼ �FB; F0 ¼ AB�;

B0 ¼ AF� þ isjBj2B; s ¼ ð2s=nMÞ3; (26)

where nM � 1 is the location of the maximum of the classi-

cal 2p-pulse,

FIG. 1. The leading spike amplitude maxf jb1j as a function of the amplifica-

tion time s for Q¼ 0.
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B ¼ 1

cosh n� nMð Þ ¼ F; A ¼ �tanh n� nMð Þ; (27)

solving Eq. (26) for s ¼ Q ¼ 0. The maximum of the 2p-

pulse occurs at nM ¼ logð4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pnM

p
=b10
Þ. For b10

¼ 0:05, it

gives nM ¼ 6:2. Solutions of Eq. (26), depending on the

parameter s (or s), generalize the 2p-pulse (27) (correspond-

ing to s¼ 0). Like the 2p-pulse, these solutions satisfy condi-

tions jFj ¼ jBj and jAj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� jBj2

q
.

The dotted line in Fig. 1 shows the s-dependence of the

leading spike amplitude jb1j ¼ s1=3jBj, calculated using Eqs.

(24) and (26) and maximized over n. The top amplitude of the

analytically approximated leading spike, maxsðs1=3maxn jBjÞ
¼ 1:26, is reached at s¼ 5.64 (where maxn jBj ¼ 1=

ffiffiffi
2
p

). As

seen, even such a crude zero-order analytic approximation

agrees reasonably well with the numerical solution shown by

the solid line in Fig. 1. The initial nearly linear part of the

curve in Fig. 1 corresponds to the classical p-pulse regime. In

the REN regime, the leading spike growth saturates.

VIII. GROUP VELOCITY DISPERSION EFFECT

For less undercritical plasma, group velocity dispersion

begins to play a role. In contrast to the p-pulse regime, which

is not much affected by the group velocity dispersion as long

as the plasma remains strongly undercritical, the REN

regime can be substantially modified by the dispersion even

in strongly undercritical plasmas. This is because the amplifi-

cation of the leading spike much slows down in the REN

regime, as the growth approaches to the saturation, which

gives more time for the dispersion to manifest. That even

rather small group velocity dispersion is important is illus-

trated in Fig. 2. It shows the maximal amplified pulse ampli-

tude maxf jb1j as a function of the amplification time s. The

dispersion is characterized therein by the parameter Q, which

depends only on the ratio of the plasma to laser frequency

(q � xe=xb), see Eq. (22). In strongly undercritical plasmas,

where q� 1, one has Q ¼ q=2. In nearly critical plasmas,

where q! 1, one has Q ¼ 0:5=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� q2

p
� 1. Fig. 2 illus-

trates the dispersion effect at small Q � q=2. The figure

shows both the p-pulse and the REN regimes up to the times

when saturation occurs, which are of the most interest here.

The p-pulse regime corresponds to the joint straight part of

the curves. The absence of a Q-dependence there indicates

the negligibility of the group velocity dispersion effect.

However, in the REN regime, the Q-dependence becomes

noticeable. The maximal pulse amplitude decreases there,

when Q increases. This is because the group velocity disper-

sion tends to stretch the pulses. It also tends to reduce the

saturation time.

Note that the largest growth factor for parasitic trans-

verse modulations the amplification time s can be evaluated4

as
Ð

ds maxf jb1j2.

Note also that the plasma concentration practically

allowed here is bounded from below by the requirement that

the Langmuir wave phase velocity, cf ¼ xf =kf � Q c, be

larger than the electron thermal velocity. The energy of an

electron moving with the Langmuir wave phase velocity

constitutes Q2=2 fraction of the electron rest energy. For

Q¼ 0.01, the energy of an electron moving with the

Langmuir wave phase velocity is 25 eV. For the electron

plasma temperature 10 eV, both the collisional and Landau

damping of such a Langmuir wave are small enough for not

affecting the BRA regime considered here. Thus, even such

small as 0.01 values of the parameter Q are quite practical.

IX. SUMMARY

It is shown that the relativistic electron nonlinearity sat-

urates growth of the leading spike in backward Raman

amplifiers before the longitudinal filamentation instability of

this spike develops. The time dependence of the maximal

amplitude of the leading amplified spike maxf jb1j is calcu-

lated for various small plasma-to-laser frequency ratios, as

shown in Fig. 2. Together with the formula (23), this deter-

mines the largest unfocused intensity of leading amplified

spike achievable in backward Raman amplifiers.

For example, for kb ¼ 1=4 lm, I0 ¼ Ibr=2, and

Q¼ 0.025 (corresponding to xe=xb � 0:05), the largest

intensity is 8� 1017 W=cm2. In this example, the plasma

concentration is ne ¼ 4:5� 1019 cm�3, the input pump inten-

sity is I0 ¼ 1:7� 1014 W=cm2, and the pump duration is

0.2 ns. The ability to compress 0.2 ns laser pulses may allow

direct BRA of currently available powerful 1/4 lm wave-

length laser pulses to ultrahigh powers. The regimes found

here can further enhance multi-step BRA schemes,44,45 as

well as possible combinations of such schemes with other

currently considered methods of producing ultra-high laser

intensities, like Refs. 46–53.

Note that the largest output intensity here is about 10

times larger than intensities reached in the particle-in-cell

(PIC) simulations.54 The REN regime was not apparently

reached in these simulations. This is likely due to the prema-

ture backscattering of the pump by numerical noise of the

PIC code, which would not be physical noise. Such a para-

sitic backscattering, whether due to numerical noise or due

to physical noise, might have been suppressed (along with
FIG. 2. The maximal amplitude of the amplified pulse maxfjb1j as a function

of the amplification time s for several Q.
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few other major parasitic processes), say, by applying selec-

tive detuning techniques.15,17–20 However, these detuning

techniques were not employed in Ref. 54.

All the above addresses only the backward Raman

amplification regimes without strong Langmuir wave break-

ing. We do not examine here a possibility of an extension of

these REN regimes to much higher pump intensities

I0 � Ibr, where surprisingly large output intensities, like

4� 1017 W=cm2 for I0 � 30 Ibr, were reported numeri-

cally.55 The underlying mechanisms of surprisingly large

BRA efficiency reported in Ref. 55 for these regimes have

not yet been identified and thus require both further investi-

gation and better understanding.
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